what is the difference between pooled cross sectional data and panel data

asked 11 years 4 months ago modified 10 months ago viewed 167k times 27 they seem so similar are they the same thing but just referred to as different names regression econometrics panel data dataset cross section share cite improve this question 1 the basics of panel data we've now covered three types of data cross section pooled cross section and panel also called longitudinal in a panel data set we track the unit of observation over time this could be a state city individual rm etc to help you visualize these types of data we'll consider some sample data sets below 7 8 the linear panel data model revisited 169 7 8 1 assumptions for pooled ols 170 7 8 2 dynamic completeness 173 7 8 3 a note on time series persistence 175 7 8 4 robust asymptotic variance matrix 175 7 8 5 testing for serial correlation and heteroskedasticity after pooled ols 176 7 8 6 feasible gls estimation under strict exogeneity 178 overview authors badi h baltagi provides up to date coverage of panel data analysis includes several applications in economics illustrated with stata and eviews highlighting the content's practical value this textbook provides outstanding coverage of sampling design the use of survey weights for estimation and inference the generalized method of moments gmm approach to panel data and the related issues of sample selection stratified sampling and attrition in panel data econometric analysis of cross section and panel data was the first graduate econometrics text to focus on microeconomic data structures allowing assumptions to be separated into population and sampling assumptions this second edition has been substantially updated and revised editors deep mukherjee explores theoretical and practical aspects of state of the art econometric models explains each technique and or model through a detailed real life application and a software guide includes applications from not only different fields but also from various continents econometric analysis of cross section and panel data request exam copy view preview econometric analysis of cross section and panel data second edition by jeffrey m wooldridge hardcover 135 00 hardcover isbn 9780262232586 pub date october 1 2010 publisher the mit press 1096 pp 8 x 9 in 4 figures 19 tables econometric analysis of cross section and panel data econometric analysis of cross section and panel data by jeffrey m wooldridge hardcover 82 00 hardcover econometric analysis of cross section and panel data 2nd edition second edition je rey m wooldridge the mit press cambridge massachusetts london england 2010 2002 massachusetts institute of technology all rights reserved the difference is that pooling cross sections means different elements are sampled in each period whereas panel data follows the same elements through time the objective is to explore what problems can be solved with such two dimensional data that is difficult to do with a single cross section outline 1 citations abstract in this book the term panel data refers to the pooling of observations on a cross section of households countries firms etc over several time periods this can be achieved by surveying a number of households or individuals and following them over time econometric analysis of cross section and panel data was the first graduate econometrics text to focus on microeconomic data structures allowing assumptions to be separated into population and sampling assumptions this second edition has been substantially updated and revised panel data on percentages of 4 and 7 seventh graders performing satisfactorily along with school district level information mroz dta mroz 1987 psid data on the wages of 428 working married women murder dta panel data on murder rates in us states nbasal dta data on earnings position played and demographics of a sample of nba players student s solutions manual and supplementary materials for
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1 the basics of panel data we ve now covered three types of data cross section pooled cross section and panel also called longitudinal in a panel data set we track the unit of observation over time this could be a state city individual rm etc to help you visualize these types of data we ll consider some sample data sets below
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overview authors badi h baltagi provides up to date coverage of panel data analysis includes several applications in economics illustrated with stata and eviews highlighting the content s practical value
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this textbook provides outstanding coverage of sampling design the use of survey weights for estimation and inference the generalized method of moments gmm approach to panel data and the related issues of sample selection stratified sampling and attrition in panel data
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econometric analysis of cross section and panel data was the first graduate econometrics text to focus on microeconomic data structures allowing assumptions to be separated into population and sampling assumptions this second edition has been substantially updated and revised
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the difference is that pooling cross sections means different elements are sampled in each period whereas panel data follows the same elements through time the objective is to explore what problems can be solved with such two dimensional data that is difficult to do with a single cross section outline
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1 citations abstract in this book the term panel data refers to the pooling of observations on a cross section of households countries firms etc over several time periods this can be achieved by surveying a number of households or individuals and following them over time
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econometric analysis of cross section and panel data was the first graduate econometrics text to focus on microeconomic data structures allowing assumptions to be separated into population and sampling assumptions this second edition has been substantially updated and revised
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in short a section drawing is a view that depicts a vertical plane cut through a portion of the project these views are usually represented via annotated section lines and labels on the projects floor plans showing the location of the cutting plane and direction of the view
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published on august 29 2019 for paul lewis marc tsurumaki and david j lewis the section is often understood as a reductive drawing type produced at the end of the design process to depict
sections can be drawn of a total building interior space or object these are referred to as full sections however if only an isolated area needs to be illustrated a partial section can also be drawn sections can be cut in a variety of ways to show more detailed information
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